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 MEDICINE 
CABINETS  
& MIRRORS
KOHLER® medicine cabinets and mirrors are stylish, sophisticated and 

well-crafted. Giving you added organizational space and shadowless  

lighting, our Verdera® lighted medicine cabinets and mirrors make grooming 

tasks easier than ever before. Choose between our storage-rich medicine  

cabinets and coordinating mirrors. 

Filled with convenient features like adjustable shelves and mirrored interiors,  

our medicine cabinets are rust-resistant and designed to complement your 

space and organizational needs—flawlessly. 

Mirrors can introduce a bold design statement into your space or be a subtle 

reinforcement of your existing design. A simple solution when extra storage  

isn’t a requirement, our mirrors offer optimally bright, even lighting and are  

available in several sizes and styles that will make you see your bathroom  

in a whole new light. 

For more information, visit 
KOHLER.com/MirrorsGuide THE KOHLER BATHROOM BOOK | 133
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MEDICINE CABINETS  
& MIRRORS GUIDE
INSTALLATION TYPES
KOHLER® medicine cabinets come in two installation types: surface-mount and recessed. Our variety  

of dual-mount medicine cabinets can be installed either surface-mount or recessed.

Surface-Mount
The cabinet or mirror mounts to your  

wall, no cutting required. Side kits are 

recommended for a polished look.

Recessed
The cabinet installs between the  

studs in your wall. You’ll need to  

cut into the wall to install and  

build the cabinet framework.

Dual-Mount
Note that some medicine cabinets  

can be installed either surface-mount  

or recessed.

SIZES
To ensure the proper fit for your medicine cabinet or mirror, begin by measuring 

the width of your vanity. Typically your medicine cabinet or mirror should be 

narrower or the same width as the vanity.

To determine the height, measure the distance between your lights and faucet. 

Choose a size that provides clearance above the faucet and below the lights.

Integrated lighting can replace sconces to widen the mirror over the vanity.

Medicine Cabinet 
Mirror Size (Width)

 
Coordinating Vanity Sizes

15" 20" single-basin 24" single-basin

15" (two) 60" double-basin 72" double-basin

20" 20" single-basin 24" single-basin 30" single-basin

24" 24" single-basin 30" single-basin 36" single-basin

34" 36" single-basin 48" single-basin 60" single-basin 72" double-basin

40" 48" single-basin 60" single-basin 72" double-basin

Lighted medicine cabinets are available in sizes 20"– 40".  
Lighted mirrors are available in sizes 24"– 40".
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Side Kits
•  Provide a finished look to surface-mount medicine cabinets

•  Available for all surface-mount medicine cabinets and included with “CL” cabinets, 

Devonshire®, Archer®, Bancroft®, decorative silver and Oil-Rubbed Bronze framed cabinets

• Choose from a range of finishes that match the Tailored vanity collection

Framed Mirrors & Medicine Cabinet Surrounds
• Kohler offers a variety of mirrors with decorative frames in select sizes

•  The Tailored® vanity collection features framed mirrors and medicine cabinet 

surrounds that match the style and finish of the vanity

Joining Kit
•  Cabinets can be grouped or “joined” together

•   Simplifies process of joining together multiple medicine cabinets horizontally

*Compatible with Verdera, CL Series and Catalan® medicine cabinets

Hinges & Components
•  Most cabinets can be installed with the hinges on the left or the right, which will 

determine door swing orientation

•  Slow-close hinges make opening and closing seamless and prevent slamming

•  Adjustable shelves for personalized storage needs

ADDITIONAL CONSIDER ATIONS

Adjustable Mirror
•  Verdera cabinets feature an adjustable magnifying mirror option

• Slides up and down to accommodate people of different heights

• Lays flat on the door when not in use

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/MirrorsGuide

Verdera® Voice Lighted Mirror With Amazon Alexa
•  Amazon Alexa-enabled to play music, hear the news, check weather,  

control smart home devices, and more

•  Well-designed seamless integration of Amazon Alexa minimizes clutter  

and delivers optimal interaction

Lighted Medicine Cabinets & Mirrors
•  Verdera lighted medicine cabinets and mirrors deliver bright, even lighting  

exceptionally close to natural light

•  Verdera Voice lighted mirror with embedded voice-control transforms  

your time in the bathroom from hands-on to hands-free
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MEDICINE MIRRORS & CABINETS

 

Verdera®

VOICE ACTIVATED MIRROR

24" x 33" | K-99571-VLAN-NA (shown) 
34" x 33" | K-99572-VLAN-NA 
40" x 33" | K-99573-VLAN-NA

Verdera
LIGHTED MIRROR

24" x 33" | K-99571-TLC (shown) 
34" x 33" | K-99572-TLC 
40" x 33" | K-99573-TLC

Verdera
LIGHTED MEDICINE CABINET

20" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99003-TLC 
24" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99007-TLC 

34" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99009-TLC (shown)
40" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99011-TLC

Verdera
MEDICINE CABINET

15" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99000-NA 
20" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99002-NA 
24" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99006-NA 
34" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99008-NA 

40" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99010-NA (shown) 

Verdera
MEDICINE CABINET  

WITH ADJUSTABLE MAGNIFYING MIRROR 
AND SLOW-CLOSE DOOR

15" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99001-NA (shown) 
20" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99003-NA 
24" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99007-NA 
34" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99009-NA 
40" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99011-NA

Also available with nonmagnifying mirror

MEDICINE CABINET

20" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC2026FS 
16" x 20" x 5" | K-CB-CLR1620FS 
15" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC1526FS 
25" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC2526FS 
30" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC3026FS 
35" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC3526FS

Catalan® 
MEDICINE CABINET  

WITH 107-DEGREE HINGE

15" x 36" x 4¾" | K-2913-PG-SAA 
20⅛" x 36" x 4¾" | K-2918-PG-SAA (shown) 

24⅛" x 36" x 4¾" | K-2936-PG-SAA

Also available in 170-degree hinge

Devonshire® 
MEDICINE CABINET

20" x 29½" x 5¼" | K-CB-CLW2030DAW

 

Bancroft® 
MEDICINE CABINET

20" x 31" x 5" | K-CB-CLC2031BAN

Archer®

MEDICINE CABINET

20" x 31" x 5" | K-3073-NA

Verdera
MIRRORED SIDE KIT

37⁄16" x 30" | K-99012-NA 
For surface-mount installations

Catalan 
MIRRORED SIDE KIT

3¾" x 36⅛" | K-2878-NA 
For surface-mount installations

 

For more sizes and installation types, 
visit KOHLER.com/MedicineCabinets

We’ve designed our medicine cabinets to help you reduce clutter in the  

styling space and organize all of your essentials within easy reach. 
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CABINET SURROUNDS

 

Damask® 
WOOD CABINET SURROUND*

20½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99662-15 
29½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99662-24 (shown) 

45½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99662-40

Poplin® /Marabou® 
WOOD CABINET SURROUND*

20½" x 35½" x 1" | K-99663-15
29½" x 35½" x 1" | K-99663-24 (shown) 

45½" x 35½" x 1" | K-99663-40

Jacquard®

WOOD CABINET SURROUND*

20½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99661-15 
29½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99661-24 (shown) 

45½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99661-40

Verdera®

WOOD SIDE KIT

37⁄16" x 30" x 11⁄16" | K-99675 
For surface-mount installations

Most medicine cabinet surrounds, wood side kits and mirrors coordinate in style and finish with the Tailored vanity collection.

Linen White 
(1WA)

Mohair Grey 
(1WT)

Claret Suede 
(1WB)

Cherry Tweed 
(1WG)

Felt Grey  
(1WC)

Woodland 
(F69) 

Tresham only

We offer several cabinet surrounds that match the Tailored® vanity collection for a polished look. 

*Fits Verdera 15", 24" and 40" recessed medicine cabinets.

For our full product offering, 
visit KOHLER.com/Mirrors THE KOHLER BATHROOM BOOK | 137

FRAMED MIRRORS

Damask 
WOOD-FRAMED MIRROR

21¾" x 36¾" x 1" | K-99665

Poplin/Marabou
WOOD-FRAMED MIRROR

20½" x 35½" x ¾" | K-99666

Jacquard
WOOD-FRAMED MIRROR

19½" x 34½" x ¾" | K-99664

Tresham®

WOOD-FRAMED MIRROR

23½" x 32" x 1" | K-99650 
Available in 1WA, 1WT and F69 

KOHLER® mirrors are equally stylish, sophisticated and well-crafted.
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